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Alignment

� Fit process

� Corporate  strategies with   organization structure

� Environment  with organization structure

� Decentralization decision with  HRM practice� Decentralization decision with  HRM practice



Strategy IS Alignment Model

a framework for the process, which then progresses by means of 

determining the current status of an organisation’s IS and IT 

planning (the ‘IS map’), and analysing the business and IS 

domains of the organisation in continuous alignment
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Strategy Alignment Problem

� Not all organisation have a corporate or business strategy

� Not all company based technology, IT not drive organisation

technology 

� information technology cannot be viewed as distinct from the � information technology cannot be viewed as distinct from the 

rest of the business, assuming that, once corporate strategy is 

detailed, a strategy for IT can be formulated to ‘fit’ the corporate 

strategy without regard to any other issues
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Integrative model of IT complements



Extended strategic alignment model
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THE PROCESS OF STRATEGIC ALIGNMENT

IN PRACTICE

Stage 1: IS/IT Mapping

Stage 2: Business Direction 

Stage 3: Detailed Planning

Stage 4: Competitive advantageStage 4: Competitive advantage

Stage 5: IT Strategy Connection 
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DETERMINING THE CURRENT STATUS OF

IS AND CORPORATE STRATEGIC

PLANNING IN THE ORGANISATION: THE IS MAP

� Mapping the current position of strategy stage

� Manage suit strategy process
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The alignment perspective

� Venkatraman et al. (1993) refer to four perspectives:

� strategy execution;

� technology potential;

� competitive potential; � competitive potential; 

� service level, 
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STRATEGIC ACTION
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Structure for corporate information
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Analysis of IT Infrastructure using strategic grid
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The technology life cycle
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the objectives of application portfolio and 

technology management are:

1. To conduct internal and external audits to determine the current position 

regarding applications used and the technology used to support them;

2. To use the audits to determine the applications and technologies available to 

the organisation;
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the organisation;

3. To classify applications according to the strategic grid : 

this should be done for both current and intended or available applications;

4. To determine the available technologies, categorised as emerging, pacing, key 

or base 

5. to match currento applications and technologies to those available.



Technology implementation
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End
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Kegagalan Sistem Informasi

� Jika strategi tidak jalan maka ada kemungkinan terjadi

kegagalan Sistem Informasi

� Klasifikasi Kegagalan Sistem Informasi (Information System 

Failure) [Lyytinen and Hirschheim (1987)]:Failure) [Lyytinen and Hirschheim (1987)]:

� correspondence failure

� process failure

� interaction failure

� expectation failure.
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CASE EXAMPLE

Strategy Formulation in UK Universities: The ‘Value for

Money’ Study

In mid-1998, the Higher Education Funding Councils for England, Scotland and Wales

and the Department of Education in Northern Ireland commissioned an ‘Information

Systems and Technology Management Value for Money Study’, in which are outlined

recommendations for formulating information strategic planning within higher
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recommendations for formulating information strategic planning within higher

education institutions (mostly universities) in the UK. The key findings of the study may

be summarised as:

• Few institutions have a formal information strategy.

• Most have a formal information systems and/or information technology strategy.

• Few IS or IT strategic plans cover the use of IS or IT throughout the institution.

• Few IS or IT strategic plans link the use of IS or IT to the institution’s overall strategic

objectives.

• Some institutions have identified the financial and physical resources of the central

IS or IT function, but none has a resource model for the institution’s IS or IT provision as a whole.

In summary, the key objectives to emerge from this study are a need to:

• Align information strategy with the organisation’s overall strategic mission.

• Enable planning and monitoring of IS and IT.

• Identify the resources necessary to deliver the strategy.


